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a b s t r a c t 

The microbiome is an essential component of ecological systems and is comprised of a diverse array of microbes. 

Over the past decades, the accumulated observational evidence reveals a close correlation between the micro- 

biome and human health and disease. Many groups are now manipulating individual microbial strains, species 

and the community as a whole to gain a mechanistic understanding of the functions of the microbiome. Here, 

we discuss three major approaches for introducing DNA to engineer model bacteria and isolated undomesticated 

bacteria, including transformation, transduction, and conjugation. We provide an overview of these approaches 

and describe the advantages and limitations of each method. In addition, we highlight examples of human mi- 

crobiome engineering using these approaches. Finally, we provide perspectives for the future of microbiome 

engineering. 
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. Introduction 

The human body houses 10 13 to 10 14 microbial cells, consisting

f thousands of different species of bacteria, archaea, bacteriophages,

iruses, and fungi [101] . These species form commensal, mutualistic, or

athogenic interactions throughout the entirety of the human host, such

s on the skin and in the oral cavity, gastrointestinal tract, respiratory

ract, and urogenital tract ( Fig. 1 ). Most of these microorganisms are

oncentrated in the gut. The collection of these species harbors more

enetic diversity than the human genome [108] and has been consid-

red the “essential organ ” of the human body [6] . Indeed, these species

nd their genomes, collectively named the microbiome, can regulate a

ariety of host processes, e.g., nutrient absorption, energy metabolism,

rug metabolism, and immune responses. However, there are substan-

ial variations in the densities of different species between individuals;

any factors such as age, lifestyle, inherited genes, disease and geo-

raphic locations are all known to influence the human microbiome

 Fig. 1 ) [38] . How exactly these variations affect human health and dis-

ase remains poorly understood but is currently an area of active and

ritical research. Nonetheless, changes in the microbiome are correlated

ith a wide array of illnesses, ranging from cancer, obesity, diabetes and

ental health disorders to cardiovascular disease, inflammatory bowel

isease, and infections [81] . Given the notable role of the human micro-

iome in maintaining and sustaining host health, microbiome engineer-

ng could be a powerful strategy for health improvement and disease
reatment. 
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Microbiome engineering is a rapidly developing field that has re-

eived increasing interest for modulating human health as well as many

ther microbiome-associated sectors, e.g., ecosystem and agriculture

ustainability [ 2 , 78 ]. In humans, the primary goal is to alter the function

f the human microbiome by changing the composition of microbes or

heir genetic components ( Fig. 1 ) [55] . As such, both native and for-

ign species, which may or may not be engineered, can be used for

icrobiome-based therapies. There are three major methods for micro-

iome manipulation: additive, subtractive, and modulatory approaches

 76 , 115 ]. Additive approaches modulate the function of a microbial

ommunity by supplying individual strains or a defined microbial con-

ortium, such as probiotic therapy [109] and fecal microbiota trans-

lantation (FMT) [57] . Subtractive approaches aim to eliminate specific

athogenic strains from the community. A representative example of the

ubtractive approach is the use of antibiotics to kill a broad spectrum of

icrobes. Modulatory strategies employ non-living agents or prebiotics

o modify the activities of the endogenous microbiome [35] . 

Furthermore, certain organisms can be manipulated genetically to

xecute therapeutic functions that cannot be performed by endogenous

trains [ 16 , 23 , 54 ]. The activities of these strains can be finely tuned and

ptimized in a predictable manner. For example, using synthetic biol-

gy methods, these species can be designed to detect signals of interest

r to produce or deliver therapeutic agents in response to input sig-

als [ 16 , 23 , 53 , 86 ]. Several human microbiome strains have been stud-

ed as model chassis in the past decades. The human probiotic E. coli

issle 1917 (EcN) provides health benefits with a high safety profile
st 2022 
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Fig. 1. Diverse commensals, pathogens, and viruses are distributed at different sites of human body. The majority of the human-microbes interactions are found 

in the gut. Representative microorganisms in the microbiomes are indicated by the different shapes on the right, while different colors may be used in different 

microbiomes. 
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44] and is commercially available (Mutaflor®). Extensive research ef-

orts have been devoted to EcN engineering to improve its efficacy or

dd new therapeutic activities [ 71 , 83 , 104 ]. For instance, antimicrobial

ctivities of EcN have been enhanced by overproducing its native or

on-native bacteriocins [ 37 , 83 ] or releasing quorum sensing molecules

 28 , 46 ]. Furthermore, EcN can be engineered to produce and deliver

nticancer agents in situ , such as agonists of stimulator of interferon

enes (STING) [65] , doxorubicin [120] and antibodies against immune

heckpoint molecules [42] . Several other human commensals, such as

ifidobacterium, Bacteroides and lactic acid bacteria (LAB) Lactococcus

nd Lactobacillus , have also been engineered for therapeutic applications

9] , although genetic tools for engineering these organisms are not as

dvanced as those for EcN. For example, members of the genus Bifi-

obacterium , which are obligate non-pathogenic anaerobes, have been

ngineered for cancer treatment through in situ activation of anticancer

gents [99] and delivery or production of anticancer agents [66] and

nti-inflammation cytokines [116] . 

Microbiome engineering frequently requires the creation of geneti-

ally engineered microbes, primarily bacteria. One essential step in ge-

etic engineering is to deliver designed genetic materials into bacterial

ells efficiently. There are three major mechanisms of DNA transfer and

ptake in bacteria: transformation, transduction, and conjugation [7] .

any genetic engineering techniques have been developed from these

echanisms to manipulate a variety of bacterial species and have be-

ome the cornerstone of modern genetics and molecular biology. How-

ver, no single technique is suitable to engineer all bacterial species [4] .

n fact, except for a small number of model strains (e.g., EcN and Lac-

ococcus lactis ), many bacteria that can be cultured in the laboratory

nvironment are not amenable to genetic engineering [51] . This is also

he case when genetically engineering new primary isolates of undomes-

icated strains [11] . Two major hurdles in engineering undomesticated

acteria include the introduction of genes of interest and controllable

nd predictable gene expression [67] . In this regard, genetic intractabil-

ty is a pervasive, fundamental challenge that prevents the basic and

ranslational applications of microbes, including microbiome engineer-

ng. Here, we will discuss the fundamental aspects of transformation,

ransduction, and conjugation techniques in genetic engineering and

resent their applications in engineering human commensal bacterial

pecies. 
2 
. Transformation techniques for engineering microbiome 

acterial species 

Transformation is a process by which one organism uptakes naked

NA, potentially enhancing the fitness of host cells, supporting their

NA repair or supplying nutrition [ 17 , 74 , 91 ]. Acquired DNA can

e incorporated into the host genome by homologous recombina-

ion ( Fig. 2 A), while some extrachromosomal DNA can replicate au-

onomously as plasmids, establishing a new episome [ 22 , 51 ]. The four

asic steps of transformation include the development of competence,

NA binding to the cell surface, processing and uptake of naked DNA,

nd finally DNA chromosome integration ( Fig. 2 A). The detailed molec-

lar mechanism of bacterial transformation has been reviewed else-

here [ 18 , 22 , 50 , 107 ] and, thus, is not covered here. Genetic com-

etence is a prerequisite to bacterial transformation. About 80 gram-

ositive and -negative bacterial species, such as Bacillus subtilis, Strep-

ococcus pneumoniae, Neisseria gonorrhoeae , and Haemophilus influen-

ae , can undergo natural transformation to directly uptake naked DNA

 17 , 51 ]. However, the vast majority of over 6600 validated, cultured

ype-strains of bacterial species are not naturally competent [32] and

ave to be prepared artificially for transformation. Unfortunately, each

f these species, even each strain, generally requires an individually op-

imized protocol for the artificial transformation. Challenges to devel-

ping these individualized transformation approaches have led to the

eliance on a handful of model strains. 

To enhance the competence of bacterial cells, chemical transforma-

ion and electroporation methods have been developed and widely used

 Fig. 2 A). The first artificial transformation was performed with E. coli

ells after CaCl 2 treatment in 1970 [72] . Subsequently, the transforma-

ion efficiency has gradually been improved to up to 10 9 colony form-

ng unit (CFU)/ 𝜇g DNA mainly by screening the use of different cations,

ptimizing cation concentrations, applying heat-shock and cold-shock,

sing organic chemicals, and tuning pre-competence cell growth condi-

ions and cell growth stage [4] . The above factors can generate a smaller

NA packet for cell uptake by shielding the negative phosphate groups

n the DNA backbone and lead to enhanced cell permeability and/or

ncreased membrane flexibility. However, chemical transformation has

een applied to engineer strains mainly from Proteobacteria (e.g., many

odel E. coli strains) and Euryarchaeota (e.g., Methanocaldococcus jan-
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Fig. 2. A: General scheme of bacterial transformation. Per- 

meabilized membrane of bacterial cells can be generated by 

both chemical and electroporation transformation. The trans- 

formed DNA can be integrated into the host chromosome or 

replicate as a plasmid. B: Schematic representation of en- 

gineering EcN (SYNB1618) to metabolize the high level of 

L -Phe-for treating phenylketonuria. Phe-transporter (PheP), 

phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) and L -amino acid deam- 

inase (LAAD) genes were integrated into the chromosome af- 

ter electroporation. 
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aschii ) as the transformation efficiency is dramatically lowered by the

resence of cell wall in many other bacterial species. To expand its ap-

lications, the cell wall can be removed to create spheroplasts or pro-

oplasts that are then suitable for chemical transformation [8] . Many

ethods have been developed to partially or wholly remove the cell

all, including the use of divalent cations, polyethylene glycol, mur-

lytic enzymes (e.g., lysozyme and mutanolysin) and EDTA. The suc-

ess of the spheroplast or protoplast transformation has been demon-

trated in the engineering of many gram-positive and -negative bacterial

pecies, including various Streptomyces sp., Brevibacterium sp., Bacillus

p., Enterococcus sp., Lactobacillus sp., Escherichia sp., Pyrococcus sp. and

ethanococcus sp. [ 4 , 79 ]. 

Electroporation is the other commonly used transformation method

hat induces pore formation in diverse types of bacterial cells by apply-

ng electrical fields at around 5–10 kV/cm for 5–10 𝜇s ( Fig. 2 A) [4] .

he short but high-voltage pulses polarize the membrane components,

hereby creating a voltage potential across the membrane [36] . After

eaching a certain threshold level, the potential difference leads to the

ormation of local transient pores on the membrane at timescales of

0 ns, which allow the uptake of DNA. The pores are sealed within sec-

nds, keeping cells alive. Electroporation usually demonstrates a higher

ransformation efficiency than chemical transformation (up to 10 10 

FU/ 𝜇g DNA) and can be used to engineer a significantly broader range

f bacterial species, such as Bacillus sp., Bifidobacterium sp., Clostridium

p., Enterococci sp., Lactobacilli sp., Streptomyces sp., and Streptococci sp..

owever, different species have distinct cell wall and membrane struc-

ures and different types and levels of DNA digestion enzymes, and thus

ptimization of electroporation parameters for each bacterial species is

equired to achieve high efficiency transformation [ 13 , 69 ]. 

Multiple microbiome bacterial species, particularly probiotics, have

een engineered successfully by chemical transformation or electropo-

ation methods. For example, EcN has been engineered to metabolize

 -phenylalanine (Phe) to nontoxic metabolites by chromosomally ex-

ressing a high-affinity Phe-transporter (PheP) and two Phe-metabolic

nzymes, phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) and l -amino acid deam-

nase (LAAD) ( Fig. 2 B) [47] . The resultant strain SYNB1618 has been

valuated for the treatment of the rare disease phenylketonuria, which

esults in a high Phe-level in a patient’s blood and brain. SYNB1618

ecently demonstrated good safety and pharmacodynamic profiles in

hase I/IIa studies [89] . In addition to metabolism, EcN and other micro-

iome strains can be engineered to sense disease signals (e.g., nitrate and
3 
etrathionate) and treat disease by expressing therapeutic proteins, host

roteins/hormones, antigens and antibodies [ 42 , 53 , 65 ]. Both chemical

ransformation and electroporation methods have commonly been used

o engineer these strains. For example, the SYNB1618 was created from

cN by electroporation ( Fig. 2 ) [47] . Similarly, electroporation has been

sed to engineer the gram-negative bacterium Salmonella typhimurium

o secret heterologous flagellin, which enhances cancer immunotherapy

121] . Furthermore, the gram-positive bacterium Lactococcus lactis has

een engineered by electroporation to produce and secrete interleukin-

0 for the treatment of murine colitis [105] . These successes demon-

trate that the transformation can be a useful tool for engineering mi-

robiome bacterial species. On the other hand, transformation has mul-

iple limitations. For example, the transformation of naked DNA is often

nefficient [106] as its success relies on the properties of the recipient

train and its amenability to electroporation or chemical transforma-

ion, both of which are largely unknown for isolated, undomesticated

icrobes abundant in the microbiome [41] . Furthermore, the plasmid

ystems used as the mobile genetic elements for preparing DNA for

ransformation are often specific to certain bacterial species, and some-

imes individual strains, and have not been identified and developed

or a large number of commensal strains [12] . In addition, transformed

NA may be degraded by the recipient’s restriction-modification sys-

ems [111] and induced transformation cannot be used in situ for many

ommensals. Supported by an advanced understanding of the human

icrobiome, these limitations should be addressed to expand the use of

ransformation in microbiome engineering. 

. Phage-based techniques for engineering microbiome bacterial 

pecies 

Viruses that infect bacteria, named bacteriophages or phages, are

he most abundant organisms on Earth and can be found at 10 times the

bundance of bacteria [77] . They are present in almost all microbial

ommunities, including the human microbiome ( Fig. 1 ) [ 14 , 102 ]. The

ast majority of bacteria can be infected by these obligate intracellular

arasites [21] . A phage contains either a DNA or RNA genome, sur-

ounded by a protein coat ( Fig. 3 ). When infecting bacteria, the phage

njects its genetic material into the bacterial cell, which is then recom-

ined into the bacterial chromosome or replicated like a plasmid ( Fig. 3 ).

or lytic or virulent phages, the phage genome is immediately replicated

nd new phage particles are assembled to lyse and kill the host, releas-
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Fig. 3. Schematic of phage-mediated DNA trans- 

duction. After lysogenic induction, pieces of host 

chromosomal DNA can be packaged and passed 

to new bacterial cells through specialized and 

generalized transduction. 
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o  

d  
ng 100 to 3000 progeny phages [26] . In contrast, temperate phages

an adapt lysogenic and lytic cycles ( Fig. 3 ), leading to their temporal

tay in bacterial cells. In the lysogenic cycle, the phage genome is in-

egrated into the host chromosome and is vertically inherited when the

ost cell divides. Temperate phages can be induced by some conditions

e.g., nutritional availability, antibiotic treatment, and oxidative stress)

o enter the lytic cycle, in which they kill the host cells and release vi-

al particles ( Fig. 3 ) [29] . When entering the bacterial cells, the phage

enome provides new genetic material to the host, which can affect host

tness (e.g., protecting the host from lytic infections) and enrich viru-

ence traits [33] , thereby modulating bacterial populations. 

When propagating, temperate phages can pick up host genes and

arry them to a new bacterial host ( Fig. 3 ). The bacterial DNA can be

aintained in a new host cell through chromosomal integration or repli-

ation like a plasmid. This process is known as transduction and, despite

ccurring at a low frequency, is an important mechanism of horizontal

ene transfer among bacteria [21] . Phage-mediated exchange of bacte-

ial DNA can undergo specialized and generalized transduction ( Fig. 3 ).

n specialized transduction, transducing phage particles contain a defec-

ive, hybrid phage genome that loses part of the original phage genome

ut carries bacterial DNA adjacent to phage attachment sites ( attB ) [21] .

ambda phage is a typical specialized transducer [52] , which is made

t a frequency of 1 in 10 4 virions [59] . In generalized transduction,

hages may transfer any piece of the bacterial host genome in place of

heir own [87] . The DNA packaged into transducing particles for gen-

ralized transduction depends on the presence of the homologs to the

ac site sequence scattered throughout the bacterial chromosome and

lasmids, which are recognized by the phage small terminase (TerS)

87] . Multiple phages can carry out generalized transduction, such as

1 and P22. The frequency of generalized transduction is still low as

nly 1% to 6% of virions contain host DNA, but is significantly higher

han that of specialized transduction [80] . Nonetheless, both specialized

nd generalized transduction are important routes of bacterial DNA ex-

hange in almost all ecological niches. For example, a recent study of a

urine gut metagenome suggests that close to 9% of bacterial contigs

arry transduction signals and a significant number may be different

rom any known mode of transduction [59] , highlighting the incomplete

nderstanding of phage transduction. Such a paucity can negatively in-

uence the use of phages as tools to manipulate the microbiome. Indeed,

hage-mediated horizontal gene transfer can be a key co-evolutionary

riving force for the gut colonization of introduced bacteria and for the

romotion of genetic diversity of commensal bacteria in the gut [34] . 

As an important component of the human microbiome, both viru-

ent and temperate phages can regulate bacterial abundance, diversity,

unctions, and evolution. Importantly, they can be used to manipulate

he human commensal microbes [56] . For example, a Phase I/II clini-

al trial has confirmed the efficacy of biophage PA in treating chronic

titis caused by drug-resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosa [114] . Further-

ore, in a recent case study, the combined use of conventional antibi-

tics and two lytic phages PA3 and PA18 successfully alleviated the
4 
nfection caused by carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa in a patient with

mpyema-associated broncho-pleural fistula [19] . Similarly, multiple

hage-based therapies have successfully treated infections in humans

nd animals caused by pathogens such as Acinetobacter baumnnii [100] ,

lebsiella pneumoniae [40] , and Clostridium perfringens [75] . In addition

o targeting a single pathogen, phages can be used to regulate a vari-

ty of bacterial strains in the same microbiome for improving health.

or example, viral communities from lean mice successfully reduced

he symptoms of type 2 diabetes and obesity in recipient obese mice

90] , while sterile-filtered stool samples of healthy donors, which carry

iverse phages, showed positive outcomes in treating Clostridium diffi-

ile infection in a small number of patients [82] . In these applications,

dmitted phages often infect only a single bacterial species or multiple

trains of the same species, demonstrating high specificity [77] . Specific

learing of a given bacterial strain/species in the microbiome is partic-

larly useful in precise disease treatment when causative bacteria are

nown. Unfortunately, this is not the case in most dysbiosis-associated

isorders, challenging the use of phages for rational microbiome engi-

eering [112] . 

Another challenge of phage-based microbiome engineering is the

imited number of well-characterized phages. Among about 10 31 phages

n Earth, only several thousand have been isolated and they infect only

 small number of bacterial phyla [117] . Given their high host speci-

city, these known phages offer limited options for the precise engi-

eering of the human microbiome. On the other hand, phages also fea-

ure high evolvability that lends itself to opportunities for the rational

ngineering of known phages for new applications [ 58 , 61 ]. For exam-

le, the host range of phages can be altered and extended by modifying

eceptor-binding proteins on their tail/tail fibers that interact with the

ognate bacterial surface receptors. The modifications can be performed

y random mutagenesis [70] , rational engineering [118] , and/or swap-

ing of different phage tail/tail fibers [ 3 , 62 , 119 ]. This synthetic biology

trategy has demonstrated success in engineering the host range of mul-

iple gram-negative and -positive bacteriophages, e.g., P1, T2, T4, T7,

nd PSA. Another strategy in phage engineering is to equip phages with

eeded functions for manipulating the microbiome. For example, the

urnbaugh group recently engineered the filamentous bacteriophage

13 to deliver a programmable exogenous CRISPR-Cas9 system to E.

oli in the mouse gut, leading to strain-specific depletion [63] . These

xamples showcase the promise of phage engineering for microbiome

anipulation. More details and synthetic biology strategies for phage

ngineering have been reviewed recently elsewhere [ 20 , 45 , 58 , 88 ] and

re thus not covered here. 

. Conjugation techniques for engineering microbiome bacterial 

pecies 

When engineering microbes, especially undomesticated microbes,

ne of the primary causes of genetic intractability is thought to be the

estruction of the foreign DNA of interest by the recipient microbe’s
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Fig. 4. Schematic of conjugation. The donor cell contains the coding for 

conjugative machinery integrated into the genome or on a replicative plas- 

mid. If integrated into the genome, the ICE is first excised into its plasmid 

form. The donor cell then establishes cell-to-cell contact with a recipient 

via a pilus (gram-negative bacteria) or adhesins (gram-positive bacteria) 

and transfers the DNA. The recipient cell then contains the new DNA, ei- 

ther integrated into the genome or as a replicative plasmid. 
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efense systems, e.g., restriction-modification, CRISPR-Cas, prokaryotic

rgonaute, and more [ 94 , 111 ]. Thus, the initial steps of introducing for-

ign DNA and preventing its destruction within the recipient are vital

o the successful engineering of a new microbe. 

Conjugation is a widespread method of horizontal gene transfer be-

ween prokaryotes [68] and overcomes many host-cell barriers to for-

ign DNA introduction, making it a useful method for microbial engi-

eering ( Fig. 4 ). It is a cell-to-cell contact-dependent, single-event trans-

er of DNA fragments that can be large and nonhomologous to the re-

ipient’s genome [ 10 , 41 ]. Conjugative systems are found in both gram-

ositive and -negative bacteria and are made up of Type 4 Secretion

ystem (T4SS) machinery. Conjugative machinery is encoded either by

elf-transmissible conjugative plasmids (CPs) or integrated conjugative

lements (ICEs) ( Fig. 4 ) [ 5 , 11 , 39 , 41 , 60 ]. ICEs, also known as trans-

osons, are the most abundant self-transmissible elements [60] . Simi-

ar to temperate phages, they are maintained chromosomally until their

ene expression and excision are induced [ 27 , 39 ]. Upon excision, the

CE undergoes rolling-circle replication and can be transferred to a re-

ipient as a plasmid. In gram-negative and most gram-positive bacteria,

he transmissible plasmid is nicked and then threaded through the T4SS

s a protein-ssDNA complex into the recipient [ 10 , 39 , 60 ]. A major ben-

fit of the introduction of the plasmid as ssDNA is the synthesis of the

omplementary strand by the recipient with host-specific modifications

 Fig. 4 ) [97] . As a result, the recipient does not recognize the plasmid

s foreign, allowing it to bypass defense systems. Therefore, conjuga-

ion is an attractive option for engineering undomesticated microbes as

t provides the direct introduction of DNA into the recipient’s cytoplasm

111] , bypasses recipient defense mechanisms [97] , and can be used

or in situ commensal microbe engineering [ 11 , 24 , 94 , 96 ]. Indeed, con-

ugation has broader applications in current microbiome engineering,

ompared to transformation and phage-based engineering. 

Multiple different conjugative machineries have been developed and

mplemented within the laboratory for engineering microbes. When

hoosing a conjugation system, one important factor is the host range

 24 , 39 , 60 , 93 , 106 ]. Traditionally, conjugative and mobilizable plasmids

ere classified as either having broad or narrow host ranges, indicating

he number of hosts that the plasmids could be introduced into and

aintained in [92] . A recent analysis of conjugative plasmids indicates

hat there is a larger gradation of the number of host microbes in which

hese plasmids can be found. Furthermore, conjugative transfer systems

ften decrease in effectivity with greater phylogenetic distance unless
5 
hey are more promiscuous [ 11 , 73 , 92 ]. Thus, identifying the range of

icrobes that one is targeting is important in selecting a conjugative

ystem. Finally, gram-negative and -positive conjugative T4SSs differ

n structure and requirements for function. Gram-positive bacteria typi-

ally contain a simpler T4SS, while gram-negative bacteria have a more

omplex T4SS that can span two membranes [ 39 , 60 ]. When establishing

ontact between the donor and recipient cells, gram-negative bacteria

orm pili to pull the two cells into close contact while gram-positive

acteria use adhesins that are surface-exposed binding proteins ( Fig. 4 )

 10 , 39 ]. In addition, in most bacterial cells, there are layers of peptido-

lycan outside the plasma membrane, which consist of sugars and short

eptides. The thickness of peptidoglycan in the donor and possibly the

ecipient is also an important consideration as the peptidoglycan hy-

rolases found in gram-negative conjugative systems only have a single

atalytic domain and are not required for conjugation, while the pepti-

oglycan hydrolases in gram-positive conjugative systems have two or

ore catalytic domains and are required for conjugation [ 10 , 27 , 39 , 60 ].

o achieve the broadest host range, a conjugative system may need to

pan two cellular membranes and target gram-negative bacteria as min-

mized T4SSs have been found to work in a variety of undomesticated

ram-positive bacteria but not gram-negative bacteria [11] . 

Another consideration when choosing a conjugative system is the

aintenance method of the delivered gene construct ( Fig. 4 ). While

lasmids can be useful for short-term or transient gene maintenance,

ntegration of the target gene(s) into the genome lends greater genetic

tability [110] . Conjugative systems can easily mobilize non-conjugative

lasmids that contain the appropriate origin of transfer ( oriT ) [60] but

ntegration of the target genes often requires additional steps. Incorpo-

ating the gene(s) of interest directly into the ICEs allows for concurrent

ntegration into the recipient genome. Some ICEs target specific inte-

ration sites along the genome, such as ICE Bs 1 targeting the leucine

RNA gene [27] , while other transposons incorporate randomly, such

s Himar or Tn5 [ 85 , 94 ]. Random integration can be useful for non-

pecifically targeting a wide range of hosts, but it has its shortcomings

s integration location contributes to heterogeneous expression [85] .

n this regard, the addition of a catalytically dead CRISPR-Cas protein

dCas) can be used to guide transposons to specific sites for integration

96] . Similarly, the use of integrases, recombinases, or homologous re-

ombination can be explored as a secondary step of gene introduction

 110 , 113 ] and can also be guided using dCas [110] . A disadvantage of

pecific integration is the required knowledge of the targeted bacteria’s
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Table 1 

Summary of major advantages and limitations of transformation, transduction, 

and conjugation in DNA introduction for the engineering of commensal mi- 

crobes. 

Method Major advantages Major limitations 

Transformation Tools and protocols have 

been well developed for 

multiple model strains. 

The majority of bacterial 

species are not naturally 

competent; 

Transformation efficiency into 

undomesticated bacteria is 

often low; 

Species-specific genetic systems 

are often required. 

Transduction High specificity can be used 

to develop precise 

manipulation; 

The high evolvability of 

phages offers opportunities 

for extending the host range 

and functions. 

The number of 

well-characterized phages is 

limited; 

Species-specific targeting 

restricts the wide manipulation 

of the microbiome for treating 

most dysbiosis-associated 

disorders. 

Conjugation It has broad applications in 

engineering single 

commensal isolates and 

specific strains in complex 

communities; 

Transferred DNA can be large 

and nonhomologous to the 

recipient’s genome; 

ssDNA introduction bypasses 

recipients’ defense systems. 

The recipient host range of a 

conjugative system is limited; 

Incompatibility class plasmids 

prevent the use of multiple 

conjugative systems; 

Expression of the gene of 

interest can be host-specific; 

Genome integration can be 

random or requires the 

knowledge of the host genome. 
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p  
enome. Nonetheless, highly conserved, duplicated genes such as 16S

RNA genes can provide an ideal site for integration if a specific bacte-

ial species is being targeted [49] . 

As the fields of synthetic biology and microbiome studies advance

nd intertwine, researchers are looking outside of domesticated, model

icrobes to undomesticated microbes as a means to elucidate the im-

acts and mechanisms of microbiome functions [1] . Conjugation has

rovided an effective and generally applicable method for engineer-

ng uncharacterized microbes. Studies have demonstrated that conju-

ation can be used to introduce genes into multiple bacterial isolates,

emonstrating the broad host range of this method [ 11 , 49 , 113 ]. For

xample, two recent studies developed CRISPR/Cas-based genome edit-

ng approaches to engineer multiple human gut commensal Bacteroides

pecies [ 30 , 122 ]. To achieve high editing efficiency, these authors eval-

ated multiple Cas nucleases (e.g., Cas9, FnCas12a, SpRY, and FnCpf1),

onstitutive and inducible promoters, ribosome binding sites, and other

enetic elements. All constructs were then introduced into Bacteroides

pecies through conjugation. Furthermore, conjugation has been used to

ngineer undomesticated bacteria in complex communities, eliminating

he need for prior strain isolation [ 10 , 24 , 96 , 110 ]. In fact, conjugative

ethods have been applied to screen and enrich genetically tractable

ndomesticated bacteria in these complex communities (e.g. stool sam-

les, soil samples) [ 24 , 96 ] and even in situ in the murine gut microbiome

94] . 

Though conjugation is proving to be a powerful tool for microbial

nd microbiome engineering, there are still limitations that must be

onsidered. The recipient host range of each conjugative system is a

imiting factor, with even the most promiscuous conjugative plasmids in

lass IncP1 being limited mainly to the order Burkholderiales [92] . For

idespread targeting of a microbiome, the use of multiple conjugative

ystems may be necessary to achieve the desired spread. However, con-

ugative plasmids are organized into incompatibility classes (Inc classes)

n which a recipient bacterium cannot receive a new plasmid if it already

arbors a plasmid of the same incompatibility class [ 15 , 60 , 97 ]. When

onsidering gene construct maintenance, the origin of replication must

e appropriate to the host species if using a plasmid; otherwise, inte-

ration can be used instead, either randomly or targeted, which comes

ith the limitations discussed previously. Finally, successful expression

f the gene of interest can be host-specific [ 30 , 122 ], which is why genes

re often codon-optimized and used with host-specific regulatory factors

hen introduced into domesticated laboratory bacteria such as E. coli

G1655. Re-designing a gene using one established codon-optimization

able or with particular regulatory elements can limit its ability to be

xpressed and detected in other microbes, even if it is successfully in-

roduced. Alternatively, recent work has shown that synthetic, hybrid

egulatory elements and generalized codon-optimization could be the

ath forward for the design of “universal ” gene constructs that work

cross kingdoms [85] . 

. Conclusions and perspectives 

Synthetic biology applications in microbiome research is expected to

ave a wide range of basic and translational applications. Genetic ma-

ipulation provides direct, top-down approaches to probe the functions

f individual microbiome strains or microbiome communities. Widely

sed in nature, transformation, transduction, and conjugation are three

ajor methods that allow for successful microbial or microbiome ge-

etic manipulation. Many studies have reported the protocols and new

evelopment of these methods in engineering many different bacterial

pecies. However, each of these methods has its advantages and limi-

ations, which are summarized in Table 1 . For example, transformation

as high efficiency but its host range is relatively narrow [4] , while

ransduction has a high host specificity but phages specifically infecting

 given bacterium are often unidentified [117] . Currently, microbiome

ngineering requires the testing and optimization of all of these methods

o promote success. For example, a recent work developed a genetic ma-
6 
ipulation pipeline for the engineering of nonmodel commensals [49] .

he combined use of conjugation and electroporation methods led to

he successful engineering of 88 (mostly undomesticated) out of 200

ut bacterial isolates from over 140 species in five phyla. Of note, these

ene transfer methods were applicable to engineer 38 nonmodel gut

lostridia isolates that are abundant in human guts but lack effective

enetic manipulation tools. 

Although significant progress has been made in developing these

ethods [ 31 , 48 , 85 , 96 ], genetic intractability remains one of the most

mportant challenges in microbiome engineering, particularly when ma-

ipulating undomesticated microbes. A number of the human micro-

iome strains have not been cultured in the laboratory, while even more

ave not been subjected to genetic engineering [56] . Indeed, many en-

ineering studies have relied on the use of several prototypical strains

e.g., EcN) [71] . The poor colonization ability of these strains in the

uman body also limits their use in sensing, diagnosing, and treating

hronic diseases and cancer. In contrast, undomesticated microbes from

ertain environments can better suit some therapeutic applications by

emonstrating relatively improved colonization or fitness [ 73 , 115 ]. For

xample, the Zarrinpar group recently isolated a native undomesticated

. coli strain from stool cultures of conventionally-raised mice and en-

ineered it via transduction to functionally express bacterial bile salt

ydrolase and interleukin-10 genes [98] . Remarkably, the engineered

trains achieved successful colonization in the murine intestine for over

00 days after reintroduction and also achieved prolonged engraftment

n non-sterile conditions. Nonetheless, the biggest hurdles in undomes-

icated bacteria engineering are introducing DNA and achieving con-

rollable and predictable gene expression [67] . Additionally, long-term

olonization of engineered strains might raise concerns about their neg-

tive effects on microbiome composition and the unwanted spread of

ransgenic materials among other bacterial species, as well as contain-

ent of the bacteria within the target host [ 23 , 73 , 103 ]. To address

hese concerns, different biocontainment strategies have been developed

o remove or kill the strains after accomplishing their designed tasks

 43 , 64 , 84 ]. Furthermore, genetic stability is another concern when de-

igning microbial engineering methods. Researchers are mitigating this

roblem by developing different strategies, e.g., chromosomal integra-
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ion, the use of toxin-antitoxin systems and CRISPR-based kill switches

 25 , 95 ]. Collectively, we expect that advances in synthetic biology, ge-

etic engineering, and human microbiome research will bring new op-

ortunities to expand the microbe repertoire for engineering and preci-

ion medicine development in the near future. 
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